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Followers of the Marked Trail. By Miss Nannie Lee Frayser. The
Abingdon Press, New York. 90 cents net.

,Miss Frayser is well known throughout the South as a master
teacher of junior boys and girls, and as a gifted story teller.
In this volume she is at her best, and has provided a senies of
stories that will· prove a joy and delight to teachers of children.
She has bound together with a golden cord of fancy the great
hero stories of the Old Testament, making the Bible heroes, from
Abraham to John. the Baptist, to be followers of a "marked
trail" which led at length to Jesus. A teachers' book is pub
lished, which contains invaluable suggestions for using the story
material in the pupils' book. G. S. DOBBINS.

Blrlnglng Up John. By Edward Leigh Pell. Flemdng H. Revell
Company, New York. 190 pp.$1.26 net.

Dr. Pell is convinced that one reason the faith of so many
young people breaks down in their high school and college yeari
is because they have been taught in their infancy and youth
much that is unseriptural and unsound. A little later .they learn
that what they thought Was the teaching of the Bible cannot
stand the test of scientific research, and their religious faith
tumbles into ruins. Dr. Pell insists that Sunday school teachers
and parents should be more careful to provide durable spiritual
foundations upon which children may build their lives, and pro
ceeds to show the points at which common mistakes are made
and hQW these mistakes are to be avoided. The book is in his
usual trenchant and readable style, and will prove of especial
value to pastors who desire to conduct parents' classes.

G. S. DOBBINS.

The Religious Education of Adolescents. By Norman E. Richard
son. The A.bingdon Prese, New York. 191 pp. $1.16 net.

This small volume, beautifully bound, is intended as an in
troductory study of the psychology of. adolescence in practical
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